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The next crisis?

Rmb3 trillion of debts and no profits. Why the steel industry could
trigger a bad debt crisis for Chinese banks
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In a precarious state
Why China’s steel firms could give nation’s banks a major problem

Faster than a speeding bullet, more profitable than the Chinese steel industry: Henry Cavill in Man of Steel
arlier this year Warner Brothers
released the film Man of Steel. It
featured Henry Cavill as Superman,
and proved popular with Chinese
audiences (see WiC199) in spite of
fairly mixed reviews. It did well elsewhere too, earning $658 million
worldwide on a budgeted cost of
$225 million.
You may be surprised to learn
that makes Man of Steel more profitable than China’s steel industry.
According to statistics from the
China Iron and Steel Association,
the country’s 86 largest steel firms
made the equivalent of $359.5 million in combined profit in the first
half of this year. Zack Snyder’s Su-

E

perman flick, by comparison, made
$433 million.
Of course, as WiC is the first to
admit, Hollywood arithmetic is
never quite that simple. Nevertheless, we think it’s telling that a film
franchise looks to be a better commercial proposition than an entire
steel sector, particularly one with
production capacity accounting for
roughly 66% of global steel output.
Of course, it’s not the first time
we’ve told you that Chinese steelmaking isn’t very profitable (see
issue 206 for the announcement
that it was ‘officially’ China’s least
profitable industry, having made a
loss of Rmb699 million in June).

But it’s also a subject earning
more local media attention in recent weeks. That’s because there
are new fears that the industry
could well become the biggest systemic risk facing the Chinese financial system.
A problem for the banks?
There has been much speculation
on where the next round of bad debt
might originate for the Chinese
banks. Among the favourite candidates: overstretched property developers and highly-leveraged local
government financing vehicles. But
the Chinese press is starting to suspect that the first wave of loan de1
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Things are slow in the steel industry...
faults may come from the steel sector instead. Those very same poorly
performing steel firms have run up
Rmb3 trillion – yes, $490 billion – of
debt. The Economic Observer – citing official data – notes that Rmb1.3
trillion of that is owed to banks.
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Among those 86 debtors, 35 are losing money...
This has sounded alarms. Li
Xinchuang, President of the China
Metallurgical Industry Planning
and Research Institute, believes
that one or more of these steelmakers will default within the next
year because they will not be able
to refinance.
National Business Daily adds that
more than 70% of the bank loans in
the sector are short and mediumterm. That means a large chunk of
loans are set to expire within a year
or less.
Given their losses, many of the
steelmakers can only hope to repay
outstanding loans by borrowing
more money. But the Economic Observer says this is getting difficult
because the State Council is telling
banks to cut lending to industries
facing overcapacity (of which steel
is the worst, with Southern Week-

end estimating there are 200 million tonnes of excess supply annually). Even without this guidance,
the banks are waking up to the
mess that the industry is in, as well
as their growing exposure to its
bad debts.
“Some mills have already failed
to get new loans, and others are
finding credit more difficult to get,”
reports the Economic Observer,
adding: “The financial data of the
country’s key steel enterprises in
the first half of this year show that
in accordance with current operating conditions, when bank loans
mature the likelihood of the steel
mills repaying them is almost zero.”
So steel firms will default?
21CN Business Herald says that we
have already seen a wave of defaults
in a related business area: steel trading. The worst hit area is Jiangsu
province, which now has the highest
level of non-performing loans
(NPLs) in the country owing to defaults by steel traders. The newspaper adds that the branch presidents
of 10 banks in the province have already been dismissed for reckless
lending to the sector.
Local governments are also get-

ting much of the blame. During the
boom times following the 2008
stimulus package they encouraged
mills to build new plants or expand
existing ones (to create jobs and tax
revenue). According to National
Business Daily, 400 million tonnes
(i.e. 55% of China’s steel producing
capacity) was covertly ushered
through by local officials without
central government approval.
The Economic Observer says
many firms are still expanding too.
A worrying example is Shougang
which is said to make a loss of
Rmb66 on each tonne of steel it
sells (Shougang lost Rmb1 billion in
the first half). However, it still needs
to finance Rmb60 billion worth of
new plant that it committed to
build by 2015. Those mills will add
millions more unwanted tonnes to
the steel surplus.
More debt, more capacity, more
losses. Little wonder that Southern
Weekend concludes: “Right now it’s
hard to find companies in worse
shape than those in China’s steel
industry.”
In the first half, the 86 biggest
firms made Rmb2.2 billion. But
their bank interest payments
amounted to Rmb40.6 billion. Hav2
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ing borrowed too much, and built
too much capacity, the steel industry now finds itself in an unsustainable position.
What to do next?
A series of steel industry defaults
would see non-performing loans
(NPLs) soar. The situation would be
dangerous, given the likelihood that
bankrupt mills will drag down other
parts of the economy (for example,
they’d default on monies owed to
their suppliers).
That puts bankers in an awkward
bind. Such then is the logic of Zhang
Zheyi, deputy general manager of
Hebei Baoxin Steel: “Now banks
have begun to shrink loans, but
they cannot directly stop lending,
for if they stop lending, steel mills
will go bankrupt and the banks’
losses will be greater.”
Hubristic local governments may
be responsible for much of the industry’s overcapacity. But it is likely
to be the central government in Beijing that will have to come up with a
solution to the problem.
What needs to be done? For a start
the industry needs to be returned to
some sort of operational equilibrium, so as to return to greater profitability (average profit margins for
the first half were 0.13%). This requires the shuttering of at least 200
million tonnes of steel capacity, targeting the oldest and most environmentally unfriendly mills.
It also means dealing with the
debts on the books at many of these
firms, especially in figuring out an
orderly workout solution. In other
words, entities will have to be created to warehouse the problem of
the steelmakers and their unsustainable borrowings.
Fortunately for the Chinese authorities, they’ve done something
like this before. Back in the late
nineties four asset management
companies were created to hive off
the weakest assets from the bal-

Planet China
Strange but true stories from the new China
FEED-ON-DEMAND. New mothers often have to multi-task. But a
mother in the city of Yuzhou in China’s central Henan province has taken
the art to a new level: breastfeeding her son while driving her scooter
down city streets. According to the widely-viewed video online, the
plucky mum is seen weaving her way though heavy traffic when her
infant son begins to get fractious. In response she simply lifts up her Tshirt and pops him on her breast.
The woman was eventually pulled over by the police and threatened
with confiscation of her scooter if she continued to feed him on the
move. However, her crime seems to have been breastfeeding in public,
it was noted by netizens, not the fact that neither she nor her son were
wearing helmets.
Another video that went viral on the Chinese internet last year showed
how a father solved the problem of getting his child, a pushchair and his
motorbike home all at the same time. His solution? He put the child in the
buggy, put the buggy in front of the bike, and pushed it in front of him as he
rode all the way home.

ance sheets of the big four banks.
Cleaned up, these banks were later
listed on stock exchanges and recapitalised.
Those asset management companies are now back in the news. In
fact, the boss at Huarong (which
took much of the bad loans off
ICBC, China’s biggest bank) gave an
interview to Talents Magazine last
week. Lai Xiaomin noted that
Huarong had disposed of Rmb680
billion of non-performing assets
over the last decade, but that business has now run its course. Instead, he suggested in the article
that Huarong is searching for new
fields of toxic waste to plough. Lai
– who spent 18 years at the central
bank and six with the bank regulator – says he is hopeful that
Huarong will be permitted to buy
the bad assets of non-financial institutions, both state-owned and
private sector.
While Lai doesn’t specifically
mention the steel industry, it could
be a logical fit.
Last time around Huarong and
its three peers got their capital from

a 10-year low-interest loan from the
central bank. This financed the purchase of the bad assets and offered
the breathing space to sell them off.
How would a similar approach
work this time around? With another injection of cheap capital from
the state, firms like Huarong could
acquire and shut excess steel capacity. Should conditions change, some
of the plant could be upgraded or
sold should demand for steel again
exceed supply. In other cases, if the
plant is on valuable land, a quicker
return might be realised by selling
plots to property firms.
And the banks? It wouldn’t be a
perfect solution, but it would beat a
wave of defaults. Indeed, by reducing capacity and putting the remaining steelmakers on a sounder
financial footing, the bulk of their
loans to the steel sector would become viable again.
As to the mechanics of the
process, banks might be repaid a
portion of the loans owed by the
shuttered mills; but made to swap
the rest into equity alongside the
likes of Huarong.
3
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China has about 200 million tonnes of excess capacity in its steel sector
Who might object? WiC guesses
that local bureaucrats would be a
key obstacle. A lot of the targeted
steelmaking capacity is state-controlled and in many cases owned by
local governments. City officials
won’t be keen on having their mills
mothballed or closed down entirely

because of the subsequent hit to
local GDP, jobs and tax receipts.
In fact, the industry regulators in
Beijing have been trying to cut capacity for years, often with little discernible impact. There’s no reason
to believe that resistance to a new
plan to reduce supply would not be

similarly fierce at the local level.
But there might not be any
choice. Li Keqiang, China’s prime
minister, seems to be upping the
ante on initiatives in other areas of
the economy, particularly the financial sector, with a warning this
week that reforms were entering a
“deep-water zone, or the most difficult phase”.
“I want to tell everybody that the
Chinese economy is at a critical moment of transformation and upgrade, but the fundamentals of
current economic growth are good
and the economy operates with stability,” Li said.
Perhaps that’s just rhetoric designed to impress local leaders with
the need for change.
But if newspapers like the Economic Observer are right, the clock
is ticking on the steelmakers. And if
nothing is done, the banks’ balance
sheets could soon start to look a lot
uglier because of their exposure to
the precarious sector. n

Full speed ahead?

Illustration: www.benitaepstein.com

The Central Commission for Discipline Inspection – the
internal watchdog of China’s ruling Communist Party –
has never been known for its openness.
The Commission is an inward-looking organisation
headquartered in an unmarked building near Tiananmen
Square. Calls from its officials are masked so that they
appear as a string of zeros on mobile phones.
So when it launched a new anti-corruption website
with the Ministry of Supervision last week, many China
watchers sat up and paid attention. Even if it only
amounts to window dressing, the new initiative helps to
promote the idea among the public that President Xi
Jinping is sincere in his desire to root out more
corruption in the Party.
Launched by anti-graft buster Wang Qishan amid
much fanfare, the website has been billed as a new
channel through which to report graft – whether the
perpetrators be “tigers” or “flies”.
The site also carries the latest news from the anticorruption drive. As of Wednesday morning it featured

stories about two colleagues of the former
railways minister Liu Zhijun, who has already
been charged with taking bribes.
However, news about Liu’s main collaborator
did not make the official site. Businesswoman
Ding Yuxin – also known as Ding Shumiao –
was also charged with bribery and illegal
business practices this week. She is said to have
paid off Liu to ensure that her company got
lucrative contracts to supply parts for China’s
high-speed trains.
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And the richest man is...
The major news items from China this week were...

Wang Jianlin, the property developer who bought one
of the biggest US cinema chains last year, has emerged
as China’s richest tycoon. According to new estimates from
Forbes magazine, Wang, with $14 billion in total assets, has
become the country’s wealthiest man after the expansion
of his property business, a division of conglomerate Dalian
Wanda Group. Wang overtook formerly top-ranked beverage entrepreneur Zong Qinghou (worth $11 billion).

1

China’s exports gathered pace in August, up 7.2%
from a year earlier, according to data from the General Administration of Customs. This was up from
July’s 5.1% year-on-year rise and a contraction of 3.1% in
June. Imports rose 7.0% from a year earlier in August,
down from a 10.9% rise in July. That helped produce a
wider-than-expected trade surplus of $28.6 billion during the month.

2

In his opening speech to the World Economic Forum
in Dalian this week, Premier Li Keqiang said Beijing’s
economic restructuring has entered a critical stage, with
an overhaul of the financial sector one of the most important tasks to be tackled. Li added that he was confident
of meeting this year’s economic goals through structural
reform, ruling out looser fiscal policy to stimulate growth.

3

Apple unveiled two new iPhones this week. The 5S is set
to retail in China for Rmb5,288 ($858) and the less expensive 5C for Rmb4,488. But there was no announcement
of a highly anticipated partnership with China Mobile, the

4

Wang: now tops rich list compiled by Forbes
world’s largest mobile carrier with 750 million subscribers
(for more see page 6).
Tenwow raised $203 million from its initial public offering (IPO) in Hong Kong. The company, one of the
largest producers and distributors of packaged food and
beverages in China, was the first Hong Kong listing
above $100 million since Macau Legend’s $283 million
transaction in the first week of July, said FinanceAsia.

5

Chinese shopping mall developer SZITIC Commercial Property will be taking heed of Tenwow’s listing
as it plans to hold an IPO in Hong Kong that could raise
as much as $1 billion. Chinese milk producer Huishan
Dairy also began taking orders on Tuesday for an offering expected to raise up to $1.3 billion, which would
make it Hong Kong’s largest IPO in four months. Similarly, China Cinda Asset Management, which buys bad
loans from the country’s banks, is planning a $2 billion
IPO later this year.

6

Facebook’s chief operating officer Sheryl Sandberg
was in Beijing this week, meeting with Cai Mingzhao,
head of China’s State Council Information Office. According to a government press release, Sandberg, who
declined to speak to media in Beijing, met with Cai earlier in the day to discuss Facebook’s role in helping Chinese enterprises expand abroad. Even though the site is
blocked in China, Facebook makes money from helping
Chinese businesses advertise in foreign markets. n

7
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Sandberg: made trip to Beijing
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Expectations management
Apple underwhelms Chinese with launch event for new iPhone

hat a non-event! After the
feverish rumours in advance
of Apple’s product launch event in
Beijing this week, Apple-watchers
couldn’t help but feel disappointed.
When Apple confirmed that it
was hosting a media event in Beijing on Wednesday, it immediately
raised hopes that an announcement
on a partnership with China’s
largest mobile telco provider was
imminent (in fact, there were rumours that chief executive Tim
Cook would ditch the event in Cupertino to be present in Beijing).
There were also forecasts that a new,
cheaper ‘Made for China’ targeted
iPhone would be unveiled.
But by Wednesday afternoon,
there was still no announcement
about a deal with China Mobile,
while the new iPhone 5C was not
deemed cheap enough.
Indeed the event in Beijing
proved bizarre. Journalists expecting some razzmattaz were stunned
when Apple merely replayed the
video of the earlier US launch event.
“Apple has indeed done something
remarkable – they have managed to
piss off every media outlet in
China,” a local tech blogger wrote.
The only real ‘surprise’ was a negative one, as far as most analysts
were concerned: that the new
iPhone 5C (the “cheaper” iPhone)
still isn’t affordable for most Chinese consumers.
Finished in cheaper materials, including colourful plastic casings, the
iPhone 5C is priced at about
Rmb4,488 ($734) without carrier
subsidy in China. That is still too
high for most price-conscious buy-

W
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ers, Apple’s critics contend (and it’s
also much pricier than in the US,
where the same handset costs $549).
“At this price, Apple won’t be targeting cost-conscious consumers in
China,” said Nicole Peng, a Shanghai-based analyst for telecom research firm Canalys.
The reception on weibo has also
been lukewarm at best, despite Apple’s new products featuring as the
most talked-about topic on Sina
Weibo on Wednesday.
“Who spread the rumour that the
5C is going to be cheap?” one netizen
grumbled. “Even though I’m not an
Apple fan, the new products are a
bit disappointing. The features for
the new iPhone 5C and 5S are not
that innovative. Especially the 5C:
it’s just a plastic iPhone 5 with a
plastic case. No wonder the share
price dropped 6% after the announcement,” another internet
user wrote.
Still, it appears that the trips that
Cook has taken to Beijing weren’t
completely futile. That’s because the
iPhone 5C will be available in China
on September 20, the same date that
it becomes available in the US and
the UK (previously Apple has faced
delays for its product launches in
China due to regulatory hurdles).
Two of Apple’s current carrier partners – China Unicom and China
Telecom – have also said they will
carry the newest iPhone models
within days of their launch.
But Apple investors were hoping
for more positive news from China.
In the most recent quarter, it reported that “Greater China” revenues (which include Hong Kong

Still not cheap enough: iPhone 5C
and Taiwan) fell 14% from the same
period a year ago. They were also
down a whopping 43% from the previous quarter. Apple’s China smartphone share also fell to 5%, ranking
it seventh behind market leader
Samsung, which had 18%, according
to data from Canalys (see WiC205).
Small wonder, then, that Apple
is being accused of doing too little
to stem its decline in the Chinese
market.
A distribution deal with China
Mobile might reverse the negative
sentiment and boost iPhone sales.
And the long-awaited partnership
could still be on the cards: the Wall
Street Journal has reported that Chinese regulators have approved licences necessary for the iPhone to
run on China Mobile’s network.
“Apple carries enormous cachet
in China and the bulk of these
high-end subscribers remain with
China Mobile due to the lack of mobile number portability,” HSBC analyst Tucker Grinnan wrote on
Tuesday, adding that distributing
the iPhone will allow China Mobile
to raise revenue and retain highend customers. n
6
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Dramatic surge in stocks
Up 80% this year, is the ChiNext share market a bubble waiting to burst?

hen Vanke attempted its first
public fundraising in December 1988, there wasn’t even a
stock market in China. The real estate firm wanted to raise Rmb28
million ($4.6 million) so its chairman Wang Shi came up with a novel
distribution technique. He loaded
stacks of Vanke’s share certificates
on his bicycle and sold them alongside rows of cabbage for Rmb1 each
in Shenzhen’s wet markets.
Those who bought didn’t regret
it. Vanke went public in January 1991
after the Shenzhen bourse finally
opened. Vanke has since grown into
China’s biggest real estate developer,
with a market worth that exceeds
Rmb100 billion.
Stories of instant riches in the
stock market have long held a fascination for a Chinese public prone to
speculation.
Perhaps the most famous example: what the New York Times
termed a two-day long crush of
more than a million retail investors
camped outside banks in Shenzhen
in August 1992. They were lining up
for subscription forms giving them
the right to buy IPO stock – which,
at the time, was viewed as a oneway bet.
In recent years fervour for stocks
has been more muted. Retail investors have become jaded by sagging share values and scandals.
But another dramatic swing in
mood is underway in Shenzhen. Although both the main boards in
Shanghai and Shenzhen are in the
doldrums, the ChiNext – a market
touted as China’s answer to Nasdaq
– is buzzing. Investors have driven

W

If the company founders are selling, surely they should too?
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the ChiNext Price Index up 70%
since the start of the year and it is
now trading at record highs.
That marks something of a turnaround. WiC reported last November that there was precious little to
celebrate as ChiNext turned three
years old (see WiC171). Back then the
ChiNext Price Index had dropped
44% from its peak in late 2010. Out
of 355 companies listed on the board
221 were trading below their IPO
prices, with their profits shrinking
suspiciously since going public.
Thanks to the securities regulator’s year-long ban on IPOs, there
are still 355 firms listed on ChiNext.
So what has changed?
The reversal in sentiment, according to the Securities Times, is
partly down to a policy shift in Beijing. This is tried-and-tested practice for Chinese investors, who often focus on the policy tailwinds,

rather than the fundamentals of
company valuation. Hence encouraging noises from Beijing about increasing the influence of the private
sector in the economy has seen investors switch out of large-cap stateowned firms into smaller, more entrepreneurial plays in the hope that
they will benefit personally.
“The ChiNext is about new and
emerging industries that the new
government is keen to support,” the
newspaper adds.
The really stellar performers are
media stocks. At least 14 shares
linked to the ‘cultural sector’ have
tripled their share prices this year,
according to CBN. Huayi Brothers,
for one, has just become the most
valuable ChiNext company following a 300%-spike in 2013. It now
has a market capitalisation of
Rmb35 billion, a staggering 160
times the film studio’s 2012 profit.
7
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(Before Warner Brothers went into
its fateful merger with AOL in early
2000, it was trading at roughly 50
times earnings.)
Huayi has produced some of the
biggest movie hits in recent years.
But the China Securities Journal
warns that the current valuation is
pricing in near 100% market share
for “Chinese movies as well as all TV
soap operas”.
That sounds unrealistic. But the
most telling evidence of a toppy
valuation may come from Huayi’s
founders themselves. One of the
Wang brothers (read WiC34 for
more on Huayi’s ambitions to rival
Warner Brothers) sold a portion of
his stock last month, pocketing

Rmb430 million. But the explanation didn’t satisfy analysts, after
Wang Zhongjun said he cashed out
because he “needs money for his
children’s study and work”.
This remark swiftly became one
of the most forwarded comments
online. “China’s stock market is indeed entertaining. Everything remotely related to entertainment has
skyrocketed recently,” wrote Su Yu, a
popular financial blogger at Hexun.
“What are Wang’s children studying
that would cost him Rmb430 million in tuition fees?”
After Wang’s selldown, other controlling shareholders at Huayi are
now being watched carefully. The
theory: if the ‘smart money’ is sell-

ing, something must be amiss with
valuations. Certainly, prices are very
high. Listed firms in the ChiNext are
trading at an average price-toearnings multiple of over 60 times,
Sina Finance noted. The spike hasn’t
been driven exclusively by retail
money. Institutional investors have
also bought into ChiNext for a
record share of their portfolios:
8.25% as of June, comparing with
3.18% in late 2012.
“Many people reckon the
ChiNext is now overvalued. But history tells us that an overvalued market remains overvalued until the
bubble bursts,” the China Securities
Journal opines. “When will this moment arrive?” n

Who’s Hu: William Wang
Profiles of China’s business leaders
If his romantic aspirations are anything to go by, William Wang, the
71 year-old tycoon behind outdoor furniture maker AGIO, is a
businessman that won’t give up easily.
Wang has been an admirer of Chinese actress Liu Xiaoqing
since she was 36. Following 20 years of courtship (and three
failed marriages for Liu), Wang finally got her
to the altar last month. Their wedding in San
Francisco thrust Wang into the spotlight in
China, especially for those curious about his
personal net worth.
Getting started
Wang was born to a military family of the
Nationalist Party. Following the Guomindang’s
defeat in 1949, his father, a major general, fled
to Taiwan. A 9 year-old Wang was left behind.
A background in the Kuomintang didn’t
promise much during the days of bitter class
struggle. Wang says his only pleasant memory
was serving as a poster writer during the
Cultural Revolution because his calligraphy
was good.

Photo Source: Imagine China

Big break
When he was 40 Wang travelled to the US and met other
members of his family again. Feeling guilty, his parents offered
him financial support and Wang took over some of the family
businesses. In 1989, now a naturalised American citizen, Wang
started a furniture business in Shunde in Guangdong province with
his brother Oliver. Most of his customer base was American.

By that time, his Taiwanese connections had turned into more of a
positive as mainland officials were embracing businessmen from
the island. Wang became a full member of the China People’s
Political Consultative Conference, while taking up key posts in
various associations promoting cross-Strait business ties.
In an interview with the People’s Daily in
2007, the Wang brothers said their furniture
business has been growing at an annual rate
of 150% to 200% for more than 10 years,
and the firm had opened a new
manufacturing plant every year for a decade.
Big AGIO customers included Home Depot
and Wal-Mart.
Need to know
Hurt by the global credit crisis in 2008, the
Wang brothers began targeting the domestic
market in China, as well as venturing into the
hotel industry. With more competition in the
mainland market, AGIO may go public in
Taiwan, the China Times said.
Meanwhile, his profile in mainland China
has never been higher thanks to his
marriage. His wife became a household
name among Chinese in the 1980s when she played the younger
incarnation of the ruthless Empress Dowager Cixi in The Burning
of the Imperial Palace and its movie sequel Reign Behind the
Curtain. Liu’s most recent movie came out in 2004, although by
this point more of her time was being spent as a businesswoman.
Her autobiography is entitled From Movie Star to Billionaire.
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Boom or bust?
Wenzhou’s property market remains battered

ccording to property agency Zillow.com, by the time that the
subprime mortgage crisis peaked in
the United States, $9 trillion had
been wiped off the value of American
homes. By the end of 2010, 23.1% of
American homeowners were also in
negative equity – that’s 11.1 million
households – and a million people
had seen their homes repossessed.
The city of Wenzhou in China is
also grappling with a property crisis.
Official data suggests that home
prices in the city have fallen year-onyear for 23 consecutive months since
September 2011. Worse, the city is
now having to deal with a tide of
foreclosures.
“Wenzhou’s housing market is
not so good now,” a property agent
told the South China Morning Post,
with commendable understatement. “Home prices have plummeted by about 60% since 2010. No
one wants to buy flats when their
prices are declining. Everyone is just
watching the market.”
Wenzhou, an entrepreneurial
hub in coastal Zhejiang province, is
home to some notoriously speculative locals. When the central government imposed a series of measures to cool the property market
two years ago, it was harder hit than
most. Speculators rushed to sell as
prices started to fall and new supply
was soon being mothballed. New
projects have continued to decline
in number, dropping about 40%
from a year ago. Some developers
have abandoned projects before
they were completed, says CBN.
Of further concern, property

A
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prices in Wenzhou have declined so
sharply that market values have often fallen below the amount of their
corresponding loans, resulting in
negative equity, says Securities
Times.
Take Lucheng Plaza. The residential development was fetching
Rmb100,000 ($16,346) per square
metre in 2011 but recent transactions show the price has dropped to
Rmb32,800. Reductions in value are
still failing to generate much market
interest in general: “For expensive
projects, even if you cut the price it
is still difficult to sell,” says Chen
Yongfeng, the deputy chairman of
the Wenzhou Real Estate Developers Association.
Traditionally, many property
owners in China purchase in cash,
which means that will avoid the
worst of the negative equity scenartios. But in Wenzhou investors are
famously aggressive, with many using leverage to boost returns. Many
have borrowed to buy, including taking loans from private or underground lenders. According to the
city’s Small Business Association,
about 60% of private loans went
into the property market between
2008 and 2010. Some speculators
have decided to disappear rather
than pay off their housing loan. That
then sparked a chain reaction which
led to private lenders collapsing.
The banks may also be exposed.
“At that time, the mortgage business was increasingly competitive.
So in order to gain more market
share, some commercial banks lowered their lending standards and re-

Wenzhou’s Lucheng Plaza
laxed their evaluation procedures.
This has impacted the safety of the
banks’ assets,” says Securities Times.
Some borrowers have declared
bankruptcy, letting creditors repossess their assets rather than continue to pay their mortgages. As a
result, the number of foreclosed
homes has been rising. A housing
official in Wenzhou told CBN that
the courts have processed over
3,000 cases of foreclosure since 2011
and the number of repossessed
homes so far this year is triple the
amount for the entirety of 2011.
Under Chinese law, if the sale
price of the property is insufficent
to cover the outstanding liability on
the mortgage, the bank is entitled
to demand that the mortgagee pay
off the shortfall.
“Recently auction prices have
very often come in lower than the
remaining amount on the mortgage,” says the Wenzhou housing official. “Many people found that even
selling the house meant that they
still can’t repay the bank loans.”
In March 2011, restrictions were
imposed barring buyers from purchasing two properties as part of a
nationwide campaign to calm property prices, says Xinhua. This ban
has now been lifted in Wenzhou.
The hope: richer residents will return to the market, a move that
might give prices a boost.
9
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Bidding war
But a record price suggests
Shanghai property is still hot
ast year Hong Kong’s Causeway
Bay, a bustling shopping district, managed to edge out New
York’s Fifth Avenue as the world’s
most expensive location for retail
rents. Rents averaged $2,630 a
square foot a year, noted Cushman
& Wakefield, a property agent, compared with about $2,500 a square
foot on Fifth Avenue.
So perhaps it shouldn’t come as a
surprise that when Hong Kong
property giant Sun Hung Kai bought
one of the most expensive pieces of
land in China, it was touted as buying into “Shanghai’s Causeway Bay”.
After battling through 200 bids
with competing Hong Kong developer Wharf, Sun Hung Kai Properties
(SHKP) paid Rmb21.8 billion ($3.6 billion) for a site in Shanghai’s Xujiahui
district last Thursday, says Shanghai
Evening Post. That was 24.2% higher
than the starting price of Rmb17.5 billion. The land – which could yield
584,200 square metres of floor space
– is the final large lot currently available for sale in the city centre. Analysts reckon that Sun Hung Kai will
spend a further Rmb20 billion building the project which is slated to
house commercial buildings and
five-star hotels.
“The acquisition will enhance the
group’s stable recurring income
base in the long term and will further strengthen its market position
and brand in the property business
(in China),” the developer said in a
statement, adding that it will finance the project with internal and
external resources, including bank
borrowings where appropriate.
In addition to SHKP and Wharf,
other Hong Kong developers like
Henderson Land and Swire were
also reported to have submitted
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The area known as Shanghai’s Causeway Bay: Xujiahui district
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bids for the site. Wang Jiji, chairman
of Fortune Real Estate Group, said
that the hectic bidding for the prime
land reflected confidence in the Chinese economy, as well as a lower risk
that prices will fall in first-tier cities
like Beijing and Shanghai (in contrast to Wenzhou’s experience).
The Shanghai government has
lofty goals for the site. According to
Xinhua, local officials expect the new
development to help in upgrading
the central business district and enhancing the overall competitiveness
of the city. Before the auction began,
Shanghai bureaucrats did a prescreening of the bidders to ensure
that the winner came from a firm
with extensive experience in the construction and operation of large commercial buildings.
SHKP is Hong Kong’s largest developer by market capitalisation
and recently opened another officeand-shopping centre complex in the
city called Shanghai ICC along Huaihai Road.
SHKP also built the Shanghai IFC,
a mixed-use project that includes
offices, retail and the Ritz-Carlton
hotel, located in Pudong's Lujiazui
financial district.
When it comes to high-end commercial developments, Hong Kong
developers have clear advantages,
says Zhang Hongwei, a research analyst on the Chinese property sector.
Not only are they experienced at tapping the capital market for funds to

build and operate commercial properties, they also understand how to
integrate new developments into
subway and other transport facilities.
Interestingly, while other Hong
Kong developers have piled into the
Shanghai market, Li Ka-shing has
been doing the exact opposite. Recently Cheung Kong and Hutchison
Whampoa, both controlled by Li,
sold their stakes in Oriental Financial Centre in Shanghai as well as
disposing of a commercial building
in Guangzhou for about $1 billion in
cash, says Time Weekly.
“Li Ka-shing, known for his business acumen, just sold his stakes
[in Shanghai and Guangzhou]. It’s
a sign that shouldn’t be ignored by
investors,” Wang Shi, chairman of
Vanke, China’s largest property developer by market captialisation,
wrote on his personal weibo after
news about SHKP’s winning bid
broke.
Does it suggest Li is bearish about
China’s property market? “Li Kashing sold two mainland projects,
one in Guangzhou and the other in
Shanghai. The former is not very well
managed so even if he didn’t sell it
appreciation is going to be low. But as
for the project in Shanghai, it’s hard
to explain why he sold it,” Chen
Limin from Prime Pacific Asset Management, told HouseChina.
“Even if Li sells, it doesn’t mean
that the property market has
peaked,” Chen then reassured. n
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Taking the Mickey
Is Hengqin going to emerge as China’s new Disneyland?

heme parks are pretty popular,
even with former leaders of the
Soviet Union, it seems. In fact,
when Nikita Krushchev made his
famous American tour in 1959
there was a minor diplomatic incident when his hosts cancelled a
visit to Disneyland.
US officials blamed security concerns but Krushchev considered this
absurd, writing to the American
Ambassador to the UN: “I understand you have cancelled the trip to
Disneyland. I am most displeased.”
In a speech at the studios of
Twentieth Century Fox, Krushchev
again vented his anger at missing
out on the Magic Kingdom.
“Just now I was told I could not go
to Disneyland. I asked ‘Why not? Do
you have rocket-launching pads
there? Is there an epidemic of
cholera? Have gangsters taken hold
of the place?’ That’s the situation I
find myself in. For me, such a situation is inconceivable. I cannot find
words to explain this to my people.”
So had he been alive today,
Krushchev might have been excited
about the latest news from Macau.
The gambling capital of China –
which, like Hong Kong, is run as a
special administrative region – has
ambitions to broaden its appeal
with a series of theme parks.
But Macau is tiny – less than 30
square kilometres – which is requiring some creative thinking. The solution: leasing a nearby island from
the Chinese authorities.
Land is abundant in nearby
Hengqin, an island three times
Macau’s size. Better still, the area is
virtually uninhabited, with a resi-
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On a future trip they may also take in the theme parks of Hengqin
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dential population of just 4,000.
That compares with more than
500,000 people in Macau plus millions more tourists every year.
In 2009 Chinese legislators approved a little-publicised resolution
that allows Macau to lease land on
Hengqin.
The addition of Hengqin’s oyster
beds to the world’s casino capital,
according to the magazine, The
Economist, is a “game changer” for
the gambling hub, which has been
“too minuscule to support mass
tourism”. The administrative committee of Hengqin has big plans. It
envisages a population of 280,000
by 2020, with facilities to handle up
to 30 million visitors every year.
Cheap land and labour, complete
with tax breaks and policy incentives, are already luring investors to
Hengqin. Galaxy Entertainment, a
Macau casino operator (with a share
price up more than 100 times from

its 2008 low) is planning to buy a
large tract of land there for nongaming businesses. Others will follow. At least 10 theme parks will be
built in Hengqin, The Economist reported, turning it into “the Orlando
of China”.
So far, developments in Hengqin
have been of a more educational
bent. A new campus of the University of Macau was completed in July
and handed over to the Macanese.
The project comes with a bit of extra
territory, symbolising that the area
has become a “special economic
zone” belonging to the Macau SAR.
(The Macanese government has
paid $150 million for the land lease
which runs to 2049 – the date when
Macau’s special administrative status is set to expire.)
State-run media haven’t been slow
in hyping up the prospects for the
island. By extending Macau’s territory, the Hengqin deal is “a signifi11
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cant milestone in the cooperation between Guangdong and Macau”, says
China Daily, as well as “an unprecedented innovation under the ‘One
Country, Two Systems’ framework”.
Hong Kong should borrow a lesson from the new arrangements, the
newspaper suggested.
“The Hengqin model can also
serve as an important reference for
the Hong Kong SAR, where development has come to a bottleneck.
Shenzhen can consider leasing
portions of its land to the Hong
Kong SAR.”
In fact, a land lease between Hong
Kong and Shenzhen has already
been signed. Again, the deal has attracted little attention. Hong Kong’s
immigration control point at Shenzhen Bay is actually built on a site
leased from Shenzhen. The lease
runs until 2047.
A cross-border industrial zone
between Macau and Zhuhai is also
being planned under similar
arrangements.
Land leases like these are practical
measures to extend Hong Kong and
Macau’s space-constrained territo-

ries. But the implications could be
more far-reaching, especially if residential land use is involved. Runaway home prices in Hong Kong and
Macau mean they carry a hefty premium over properties just a few kilometres away in mainland China.
Other questions beckon. If the
mainland is parting with cheaper
land for its neighbours, will the
bulging fiscal reserves of Hong Kong
and Macau be used to subsidise
China’s infrastructure development
in a quid-pro-quo?
Such an idea may not go down
well in Hong Kong. As WiC has earlier reported, relations between
Hongkongers and the citizens of its
mother country have been strained
(see WiC136). Fifteen years after
Hong Kong’s return to China, resentment of mainlanders is on the
rise in the city.
Meanwhile, some visitors to
Hengqin have been less impressed
by the prospects for the plan.
“Hengqin Island, not to put too fine a
point on it, consists of a half-disused
gravel pit and a half- reclaimed mud
hole,” quipped Jake van de Kamp, a

columnist in Hong Kong’s South
China Morning Post. He added that
Hengqin “had the look of another big
impending non-performing loan.”
Of course, Hengqin will also have
to battle with a number of other
“special zones” in China in which
capitalist ideas and socialist planners collide. A free trade zone will
shortly be established in Shanghai
(see WiC202), while cities including
Tianjin and Xiamen are lobbying for
similar benefits. The central government also wants to turn an area
called Qianhai, itself a stone’s throw
from both Hong Kong and Shenzhen, into another special zone too
(see WiC180).
In many cases it’s not clear exactly what these zones could offer
or what distinguishes the rival candidates from one another. But at
least Hengqin has Macau, a genuinely unique enclave because of
its gambling monopoly. And a special zone for amusement parks may
be one of the more creative initiatives yet.
No doubt Krushchev would have
been keen to visit… n
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Seeds of doubt
Army goes on offensive over GM food risks

ne is the world’s largest military force, the other sets policies for Chinese arable land. But
when it comes to genetically modified crops, it seems that the People’s
Liberation Army and the Ministry
of Agriculture don’t exactly see eye
to eye.
Since late last month representatives of both institutions have been
involved in a very public spat over
the safety of transgenic crops and
whether China should allow the import of such food.
The first salvo came from Peng
Guangqian, a major general in the
People’s Liberation Army, who
wrote an article warning that genetically modified (GM) seeds imported
from abroad could be part of a plot
to “conquer” China.
Comparing GM rice and soya
beans to the opium that the British
used to weaken China in the nineteenth century, Peng accused GM giants Monsanto and DuPont of targeting Asian countries in order to
get them hooked on their products.
“Western powers do not allow
their own staple crops to become
genetically modified but they pursue these Chinese staples as their
ultimate strategic goal,” Peng
warned in an essay he published
in the Global Times.
“If things change and the West
cuts our food supply, will 1.3 billion Chinese be able to live by
sucking on the northwest wind?”
he asked, implying national security was at stake.
Peng wrote the article in response
to the agriculture ministry’s approval of the import of three new
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varieties of GM soya bean in June, as
well as the potential sanctioning of
GM corn purchases from Argentina.
The Chinese public has been cautious of GM foods and the country
has some of the strictest laws in the
world governing their import and
cultivation. But as China becomes
richer, food consumption is rising
and the country’s antiquated agricultural sector (see WiC159) is failing to keep pace with demand.
Accordingly, that’s led China to
soften its stance – sourcing an increasing amount of food from overseas, including buying 60% of the
world’s globally traded GM soya,
which is turned into cooking oil
and animal feed (current laws forbid humans from consuming the
bean directly).
Though the messages are mixed,
it seems that some in the Ministry
of Agriculture would like to see
more imports of GM crops – or even
permit Chinese farmers start producing them commercially (to improve yields). China only grows GM
crops at the moment as part of research programmes.
A few days after General Peng
published his allegations, the agriculture ministry hit back, with an
unusually forthright interview
with Lin Min, the director of the
Biotechnology Research Institute of
the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences.
Lin responded to Peng’s claims
one by one, dismissing them in
undiplomatic terms.
“To suggest that GM crops are designed to harm and that they form
part of an American trap is a con-

Soya: a national security threat?
spiracy theory that stems from Cold
War thinking,” he said, before accusing the general of displaying a
“lack of rational analysis” and relying on data that has already been
proven as false.
The claim that consumption of
GM food increased the incidence of
cancer was based on one such discredited report, Lin said, and the argument that transgenic food led to
infertility “was even more absurd”.
“The indisputable fact is this: the
world has been involved in genetically modified commercial applications for 17 years... and in that
time there has not been one confirmed example of a safety issue,”
Lin concluded.
Netizens pondered the war of
words, although public confidence
in GM food wasn’t wholly forthcoming.
“Lin Min’s words don’t answer
Peng Guangqian’s points,” wrote
one contributor on China’s popular
microblogging website Sina Weibo.
Another said she would be happy
to eat GM food, but only if she saw
Lin eat it for three years first. “The
Chinese people are not laboratory
mice,” another added. n
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Chronic problem
The number of Chinese diabetics is far larger than previously thought

iabetes is traditionally referred
to in China as xiaoke, or as the
“wasting and thirsting” disease.
It’s an apt description, because
the word consists of the two main
symptoms of the affliction: ‘xiao’
refers to the sharp weight loss that
typically occurs at the onset of diabetes, while ‘ke’ refers to the thirstiness that diabetics can suffer.
There’s an equally extensive history in diagnosing the condition. A
traditional test going back to the
eighth century got Chinese patients
to urinate on bricks. Patients were
considered diabetic if ants came to
collect the excess sugar in the urine,
according to specialist website Decoded Science.
Tests for the disease have advanced since then, but so too has
diabetes’ prevalence, as a recent
study published in the Journal of
the American Medical Association
has confirmed. It concludes that
the number of sufferers in China
could be much higher than previously thought.
Researchers found that 11.6% of
Chinese adults were diabetic (a figure calculated using a representative sample). This suggests that as
many as 113.9 million people could
be afflicted with the condition a
greater share than the US, where the
growing problem of obesity has left
11.3% of its population suffering
from the disease, reports the New
York Times.
It also means that one third of the
world’s diabetics are Chinese, reports the newspaper.
But that only includes Chinese
that already have the disease. An-
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other shocking result of the study
is that just over half of the population is prediabetic, a staggering
493.4 million people
Someone is prediabetic if they
have raised levels of glucose in the
blood, which puts them at a higher
level of developing the full disease.
If accurate, the finding suggests that
China’s battle with diabetes could
become an even greater (and costlier) issue in the years ahead.
Sufferers of diabetes are also at
risk of contracting a number of even
more serious problems such as
heart disease and kidney failure.
The study was a bombshell because it increased previous estimates
of diabetes sufferers made in 2007
by 22 million people, reports
Bloomberg. And since the tests for
the more recent study were conducted in 2010, the actual number
today could be even higher.
“Diabetes in China has become
a catastrophe,” Paul Zimmet, the
honorary president of the International Diabetes Federation, told
Bloomberg.

In 1980, only about 1% of the Chinese population was said to suffer
from the condition. That number
has risen with changes in lifestyle
where people are eating more but
leading more sedentary lives.
Some think that Asians could also
be more susceptible to diabetes than
other ethnic groups. One major difference is that diabetics in the US
are typically overweight, which is
often not the case among the Chinese, suggesting that there could be
other factors at play such as genetics
or the impact of a radical change in
diet over the course of a lifetime.
“Poor nutrition in utero and in
early life combined with over-nutrition in later life may contribute to
the accelerated epidemic of diabetes
in China,” wrote the research team
responsible for the study, as reported
in the South China Morning Post.
Widespread diabetes could become a serious economic issue too,
as it is a chronic disease that can require constant treatment. In 2010, a
total of Rmb173.4 billion ($28.3 billion) was spent in treating diabetes
and related conditions, reports the
SCMP. The financial burden looks
set to increase since a large percentage of prediabetics will probably acquire the full-blown version
of the disease.
The first step to tackling the diabetes crisis will be improving awareness, so that those with the disease
can undergo treatment.
That itself will be a challenge. Yet
another depressing statistic from
the study was that only one in three
Chinese diabetics are aware of their
condition. n
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Star students
Forget the Ivy League, the toughest college to get into is in Beijing

Divas of tomorrow: some of the new intake at the Beijing Film Academy pose for the paparrazzi
lthough not particularly wellknown internationally, the Beijing Film Academy (BFA) is famed
throughout China. So, not surprisingly, competition to get into this
elite school is intense.
Its most famous graduates are
the so-called Fifth Generation filmmakers like Zhang Yimou and Tian
Zhuangzhuang who both studied at
the school in the late 1970s. But it
has also produced some of the most
famous actors in the country. Actress and director Zhao Wei (So
Young) graduated from BFA, as did
Huang Xiaoming (American Dream
in China). Other notable alumni include Xu Jinglei and Xu Qing, both
mentioned regularly in WiC.
Thanks to its prestige, the BFA has
one of the toughest admissions policies in China.
Aspiring students have to ace
three auditions before they are accepted. One applicant told the New
York Times that her mother was
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unable to handle the stress of
watching her daughter go through
them. “After I passed the third audition, my mother and I cried together,” she recalls.
This year the school accepted just
573 students from tens of thousands
of applicants. BFA says it was especially competitive because it received a higher number of applications than usual. “It’s really the
cream of the crop that got in,” concludes Tencent Entertainment.
One factor driving student demand is China’s booming film
scene. The movie industry is forecast to earn revenues of Rmb20 billion ($3.26 billion) this year and studios are increasing spending on
everything from screenwriters to
stage designers. All that means that
the career prospect facing BFA graduates have never been rosier.
In fact, the allure of the industry
has even attracted foreign talent to
study at BFA. The school, Asia’s

largest of its kind, says it now receives students from Japan, Germany and South Korea. “What I see
in the Chinese film industry is its
growing power and an emerging big
market, which provides profound
possibilities and opportunities for
young workers,” one German student told Xinhua.
The BFA was the brainchild of the
actor and director Yuan Muzhi. In
1940 he visited the VGIK film academy in Moscow and saw a model
for his own country’s cinematic future. Along with the actress Chen
Boer and others, Yuan founded the
Performing Art Research Institute
in 1950. In 1956, under the leadership of Zhang Min, the school’s first
president, the BFA took on its present identity.
The BFA has moved on from its
sturdy ideological origins. Last week,
an article about orientation day for
the new student intake became the
most searched topic on Baidu,
15
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China’s leading search engine. The
reason? Photos of the budding actors went viral online as netizens
speculated on which of the students
were most likely to become tomorrow’s household names.
Predictably their looks were the
determining factor, as far as many
onlookers were concerned. One student was compared to Angelababy
(see Red Star in issue 29) and another was dubbed a “younger Cecilia
Cheung”. Eagle-eyed netizens also
pointed out that many students
were bringing designer handbags to
school, another sharp contrast to
the earlier days when Zhang and
Tian were students and Mao suits
were still de rigueur.
Perhaps some of the new arrivals
were taking it for granted that stardom lies ahead too. Certainly a little
complacency was in evidence when
the paparazzi’s cameras caught a
number of the stars of the future
sleeping their way through the orientation meetings…

Mind your
language
Why 400 million Chinese can’t
speak Mandarin
utonghua, China’s official spoken language, translates as
“common tongue”. But it wasn’t so
common at the very beginning. In
fact, it was viewed as the dialect of
the nobility.
China’s official language during
the Ming Dynasty is thought to have
been a Han Chinese dialect from
Nanjing, where the Ming emperors
had based their capital. (It’s still debatable, but the records of Italian Jesuit Matteo Ricci used many Romanised Chinese terms that are
pronounced remarkably like the
Nanjing dialect.)
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Must try harder
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After the Manchurians broke
through the Great Wall and inaugurated the Qing Dynasty in 1644, Han
Chinese were not allowed to live
within the newly conquered royal
palace. (Hence its rebranding as ‘the
Forbidden City’). Beijing was separated into two ethnic zones: the
Manchurian-speaking
imperial
rulers in the inner circle, and the
Han Chinese, speaking the Ming official language, elsewhere.
The royal family had a problem
though: the Manchurian language
– spoken by nomadic tribes – had a
limited lexicon that lacked the vocabulary to match a culture with
5,000 years of heritage. The newcomers needed to incorporate Han
Chinese terms into their own language. This eventually evolved into
what we know today as Mandarin.
Perhaps that’s why many Han
Chinese scholars still query whether
Mandarin is really representative,
viewing it more as a language of occupation. There is even a widely circulated (but false) legend that Mandarin won by a single vote over
Cantonese (a dialect of Guangdong
province) when republican revolutionaries picked it as the official language in 1912. (In fact, no such meeting ever took place.)
Since the Chinese government

standardised Putonghua in 1955, it
has spent decades attempting to
make it the common language at national level. For a country of thousands of minority groups and dialects, this is a matter of national
unity as well as a pressing concern
for effective governance. But how
successful have the efforts been?
Not as great as you might imagine.
Last week, the Ministry of Education said that up to 30% of the
population, or 400 million people,
still cannot speak any Mandarin.
Even though the remainder can
communicate in the language, a
large number of Chinese still do not
speak it well.
“Massive investment” in promoting Mandarin is still needed, said
the ministry’s spokesman, under
the slogan “Building a common Chinese dream”.
In another push for linguistic
unity, the People’s Daily said future
efforts would be focused on rural areas and regions populated by ethnic minorities.
Government efforts to popularise
Mandarin have been hampered by
the sheer size of the country, says
the BBC, as well as sustained underinvestment in education, particularly in rural areas. Linguistic policies have also been contentious
among ethnic minorities. In 2010,
there were protests in Tibet about
the use of Mandarin, for instance,
as its usage was viewed as eroding
Tibetan culture.
Regionalism also proves to be a
factor among Han Chinese. In 2010
there was a furore when officials announced plans to replace Cantonese
with Mandarin on Guangdong’s TV
and radio stations. Hundreds of
youngsters walked the streets of
Guangzhou shouting a famous local Cantonese expletive about unpleasant things happening to other
peoples’ mothers. This is a battle cry
that dates back to the seventeenth
century, it turns out. It was famously
16
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howled by Yuan Chonghuan, a Cantonese general defending the Great
Wall against (you guessed it) the invading Manchurian army.
But the newest threat to Mandarin could be from English, reckons Wang Xueming, a former
spokesman for the Ministry of Education. On his weibo last week he
called for kindergartens to cancel
English classes and boost the number of Chinese lessons instead.
Now president of local publisher
Language and Culture Press, Wang’s
remarks drew attention as they were
released on Teachers’ Day. According to the Global Times, many netizens agreed that by spending so
much time on English, student standards in Mandarin was suffering.
“These years, so many people are
learning English but our Chinese
language proficiency is degrading
quickly,” said one netizen.
Academics were less convinced.
There is still no consensus on
whether it’s better for students to
learn English earlier or later in their
school careers, Shi Zhongying, a professor with the Faculty of Education
at Beijing Normal University, told
the Global Times.
“Besides, it’s necessary to learn a
foreign language, like English, in our
globalised world,” Shi added.

Not trying
Ignominy for Beijing team at
the National Games
ometimes mistakes are so obvious that the error has to be acknowledged immediately. This was
the case last weekend after netizens
mocked China’s state media for
mistakenly reporting that Istanbul
had won the right to host the 2020
Olympics.
“Tokyo eliminated” was Xinhua’s
quick-fire verdict on the final mo-
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Signs of regret from a Beijing rugby player
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ments before the vote was announced, showing more than a hint
of East Asian schadenfreude. But any
sense of misfortune was soon Xinhua’s own, as the Japanese were confirmed as winners in the bid to host
the sporting extravaganza.
Cue red faces at Xinhua as it
scrambled to rectify its mistake. The
Changsha Evening News even had
to reprint hundreds of thousands of
copies after reporting Istanbul had
won on its front page.
At least the faux pas took a little
attention away from another error
of judgement at a sporting event
this month – this time at China’s National Games.
Cheating in sport is hardly
unique to the Chinese but as chronicled fairly extensively in WiC,
China’s sports stars seem to be particularly poor at disguising it.
Plenty of footballers have been
ready to bend the rules for financial
recompense, for instance, while a
scandal at last year’s Olympics surrounding the the women’s badminton team was also blindingly obvious (Chinese players lost games
deliberately so that they could get a
better position in the next round).
But traditionally, the game of
rugby likes to claim that it keeps to

higher standards than others. That
was until the final of the rugby sevens competition at China’s National
Games earlier this month, when
there was another high-profile instance of a Chinese team failing to
play the game in the proper sporting spirit.
Trailing their opponents from
Shandong, the Beijing women’s
team suddenly opted to throw the
game, standing in a defiant huddle
as their opponents charged past
them. From each restart, the Shandong team scored again, running in
a series of uncontested tries to finish as 71-0 winners.
Perhaps we should look for the
positives: at least there was no sign
of match fixing behind the team’s
decision not to bother with any
tackling.
Instead, the action seems to have
resulted from anger at earlier calls
from the Spanish referee. And in a
sign that the team was following orders rather than acting on its own
initiative, Beijing’s head coach is
said to have shouted from the sidelines: “Change the referee and then
we will go on playing.”
In fact, some of the team was dismayed by the command, says Liu
Jingchao, a reporter with the Chi17
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nese Business Morning News. “Most
of the Beijing players wanted to continue to play,” he wrote on Sina
Weibo afterwards. “Some of them
even cried when the head coach decided to throw the match.”
Their tears notwithstanding, Beijing’s boss continued to complain
angrily after the game, insisting that
the referee was biased in favour of
Shandong. But the organising committee was quick to defend the official. “We’ve come to the conclusion
that the umpire’s ruling is fair and
correct after our review of the match
videos,” it said in a statement.
The Beijing team later made an
apology to the public, saying that
its behaviour was “inappropriate”
and “tarnished the images of rugby
and the National Games”.
The National Games is held once
every four years, mirroring many

of the events at the Olympics –
hence the inclusion of sevens
rugby, which will feature for the
first time at the upcoming Brazilian
Olympiad in 2016.
Much like the Olympics, the National Games are also awarded to a
province as a mark of prestige.
They also incur substantial cost –
not just to host the event itself but
also to upgrade infrastructure and
build the requisite athletes’ village.
The last one – held in Shandong –
cost the province Rmb200 billion
($32.6 billion).
This time the Liaoning-hosted
event has left the citizens of
Shenyang distinctly underwhelmed
and even angry. The Oriental Morning Post spoke to many locals who
complained that the construction
effort over the past three years was
deeply inconvenient, leading to traf-

fic jams and deteriorating air quality. Nor did Shenyang officials win
too many brownie points with their
bosses in Beijing, after resorting to a
last-minute scramble to get much
of the infrastructure ready ahead of
the Games’ opening.
WiC visited the city earlier in the
summer and was amazed to see the
airport road still being ‘improved’.
Nor did the road look like it would
be finished anytime soon.
When WiC mentioned its doubts
about the chances of it being ready
in time, the locals repeatedly dismissed the concerns. As one put it:
“It has to be finished. There is no
choice. They will work round the
clock to get it done. However, it will
probably be done so shoddily, that it
will likely collapse next March and
have to be repaired all over again.”
Sure enough, it was ready. n

World of Weibo: Lee Kai-fu
Last week Lee Kai-fu, founder of Innovation Works and one of
China’s most influential social critics, took to his personal weibo to
announce that he is fighting lymphoma, a type of blood cancer that
affects white blood cells.
“Although lymph cancer doesn’t sound optimistic and it makes
family and friends concerned, this is just life: it comes as a
surprise, but I should face it calmly. Pain is part of life, I will face
the ups and downs of life with a more positive attitude,” Lee wrote
on his microblog, which has more than 51 million followers.
Lee is known as a supporter of technology innovation and for
offering advice to young people. WiC profiled him as one of eight
key figures in China in our special 200th issue.
After news about his illness spread, there was an outpouring of
sympathy from netizens around the country. His weibo comments
were reposted more than 150,000 times and garnered more than
220,000 further mentions.
One netizen wrote: “Teacher Kai-fu, you are my idol and the
spiritual mentor for every college student like myself. After hearing
about your sickness, I’m very emotional about God’s injustice.
Teacher Kai-fu, please take care.”
“He has been working hard to make this world a better place,
and has done his best to empower China’s young men. I sincerely
wish Kai-fu will recover and go on with his life soon,” wrote
popular blogger Han Han on his own weibo on Friday.
Lee, meanwhile, expressed his gratitude: “I am touched after
reading the warm comments you left for me,” he wrote last Friday.
News about Lee’s illness comes at a time when China’s

propaganda authorities are cracking down on “big V” weibo
celebrities.
Recently Xue Manzi, another popular personality, was arrested
for soliciting sexual services from women in Beijing (see WiC206).
Many believe that Xue is being used as an example to warn off
other outspoken microbloggers.
This week the government took a harder line on social media.
Authorities say that users who post comments considered to be
slanderous could face prison if the postings attract wide attention.
Netizens will face charges of defamation and a possible three-year
prison term if they publish slanderous rumours that attract at least
5,000 hits or that are then reposted at least 500 times, according
to the judicial interpretation.
Some say the new ruling is just another measure to limit
discussion online.
Nevertheless, the official reason being given is that “people
have been hurt and the reaction in society has been strong,
demanding with one voice serious punishment by the law for
criminal activities like using the internet to spread rumours and
defame people,” Supreme People’s Procuratorate spokesman Sun
Jungong told reporters.
Sun also told Xinhua that the new interpretation isn’t intended
to discourage netizens from exposing official wrongdoing. “Even if
some details of the allegations or what has been exposed aren’t
true, as long as [internet users] aren’t intentionally fabricating
information to slander others... They won’t be prosecuted on
charges of defamation,” says the court spokesman.
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And Finally

The child aviator
A five year-old pilot is grabbing headlines

here were two tales this
month about fathers with differing ambitions for their children: one quite literally pushing
his son to fly the family nest; the
other more intent on clipping his
daughter’s wings.
The latter case involves a student
who has been granted a place at a
university in Chengdu. But the offer
was not to the liking of the girl’s father, who bucked the wider trend of
China’s education-obsessed parents
by instructing her not to bother
with further study. He told QQ News
that he would prefer to fund a small
business for his daughter rather
than “flush tens of thousands of tuition money down the drain”. Why
bother when the average post-college salary is no more than
Rmb3,000 a month ($490), he complained? “It is almost the same as
what a high school graduate earns,
not only would money be wasted
but also four years of time. Not
worth it!”
The girl still wants to go to university, seeing her father as “closeminded, with a limited perspective
and without any intellectual pur-

T

suits”. But he is unrepentant. “People
always say that with culture comes
respect, but I don’t think people’s respect is important,” he told jhnews.com.cn. “That’s a problem for
people who have read too many
books. What do I want people’s respect for? If there’s money in my wallet that’s good enough, why be so pretentious? I want the tangible things.”
Some shared the man’s concerns
about graduate pay prospects. “Are
the old days back once more?” asked
one person on weibo. “Pay for scientists was lower than for people
selling eggs in the eighties, so a lot of
people refused to study at university then too.”
But another domineering father,
He Liesheng from Nanjing, has
taken a very different tack, pushing
his own child, a 5 year-old boy called
Doudou, into new and dangerous
situations.
“When the old eagle teaches its
young, it takes the young eagles to
the cliff side, beats them and
pushes them to use their wings,”
he explained to the China Daily last
year. “I believe I am helping my son
in this way – to force him to chal-

Where eagles dare: Doudou
lenge limitations and exceed his
own expectations.”
‘Eagle Dad’ first made headlines
by releasing footage of his sobbing
son in sub-zero weather in New
York, wearing only his underpants.
He was back in the news shortly afterwards, pushing the boy out to sea
for his first solo voyage, and then
he ignored advice by taking him up
Mount Fuji in Japan. Eagle Dad
seems not to have grasped that “unlike a lot of Chinese mountains” Fuji
wouldn’t have steps or shops, Chinese media sources reported. At
3,400m, the group gave up and was
rescued by rangers.
Then last week there was a story
in the Global Times describing how
Doudou had piloted a plane across
Beijing Wildlife Park. At least he had
an older co-pilot to keep a watchful
eye on him. But Doudou’s dad now
wants him to get airborne again
soon. His aim? For the Guinness
Book of Records to declare his son
the world’s youngest pilot. n

On the starting grid
“China is one of the most exciting and dynamic markets in the world where we will make every effort
to be well received”
Photo Source: Imagine China

* Ron Dennis, the boss of supercar manufacturer McLaren, comments on the opening of the
firm’s first showroom in China this week. He told the Financial Times he plans to open four Chinese
dealerships (in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Chengdu). The Woking carmaker’s vehicles sell for
around $1.5 million each.

Ron Dennis
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In Numbers
2.6%
The percentage increase year-on-year in
China’s consumer price index, slightly
lower than 2.7% in July. HSBC says
inflationary pressures remain modest
thanks to factors such as a seasonal
slowdown in food prices.

600%
Photo Source: Reuters

Growth in China’s trade with ASEAN over
the past decade. According to data provider
Wind Information, trade with the Southeast
Asian nations had grown to $400 billion
last year.

Survival of the fittest: the only survivor of triplets born to a panda at a
Chengdu research base in Sichuan province

Where is it?
Some of the places referred to in this issue
Shenyang

Beijing

Dalian

Shandong

China

70%
Percentage of Chinese consumers who say
they are still not buying Japanese products,
according to a survey by the Japan External
Trade Organisation. The online poll, taken
early last month, covered about 1,200
residents of major Chinese cities. It
suggests that the Diaoyu/Senkaku island
dispute (see WiC203) continues to cast a
pall over Japanese businesses in China.

Henan
Nanjing
Chengdu

Shanghai
Zhejiang
Wenzhou

Changsha

Guangzhou Shenzhen

Hong Kong

Macau

25 million
The number of ‘grey market’ Apple iPhone
users among China Mobile’s customers,
HSBC estimates. Virtually all of their data
traffic is done via WiFi as iPhones don’t
have this functionality on China Mobile’s
third generation TD-SCDMA network.

With 1.3 billion people, 293 languages and an often opaque
business culture, China can often seem as mysterious as the
Mona Lisa. Our easy-to-search website now helps you to find
some of the answers. It contains a growing archive of more
than 3,000 WiC articles.
And the site has another advantage: subscribers are able to
read us on the move each week via their Blackberry or iPhone.
To get our weekly email and access the site, you’ll need to go to
www.weekinchina.com/welcome/ and sign up. It takes just a
couple of minutes to register.
Sign up today!
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